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(57) ABSTRACT 

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for energy 
effective regulation of temperature and ventilation of one or 

more ventilation units of buildings, Where one or more 

heat-pumps are used to exchange thermal energy betWeen 
outdoor air and an indoor heat carrying ?uid medium and 
Where the heating and/or cooling of each ventilation units 
are achieved by distributing the indoor heat carrying ?uid 
medium in each ventilation units, in such a manner that the 
natural short term variations in outdoor temperature due to 
passages of Weather systems and the day/night variations is 
utilized to give the one or more heat-pumps optimized 
conditions such that they are only turned on for extracting 
outdoor heat Which is delivered to the indoor heat carrying 
and distributing ?uid medium at the relative Warm periods in 
the case of Warming the buildings, or only in the relative 
cold periods for cooling the heat carrying and distributing 
?uid medium for removal of indoor heat in the case of 
cooling the buildings, and that the thermal energy that is 
exchanged With the outdoor air is partly used to cover the 
ventilation units actual demand for heading or cooling While 
the remaining major part of the thermal energy is sent to a 
thermal store to cover the ventilation units heating or 
cooling demand during the subsequent periods Where the 
natural Weather conditions is less favorable for exchanging 
thermal energy from outdoor air by use of heat-pumps. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HEATING AND 
COOLING OF BUILDING 

[0001] This invention relates to a method and apparatus 
for heating and cooling (climate control ) of buildings and 
houses, Where a typically 5-15 day thermal storage is 
integrated With heat-pumps and ventilation to operate in a 
particularly optimised synergy. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] Large geographical areas in the World has a climate 
that generally goes through a seasonal change from a Warm 
period in the summer to a cold period in the Winter. This 
seasonal variation is naturally greatly dependent the local 
topography, Whether there is an inland or coastal climate and 
the actual global latitude in question, but Will nevertheless 
usually be of such an extent that buildings/houses needs 
means for cooling during the Warm season and heating 
during the cold season in order to keep a comfortable indoor 
temperature of 20-22° C. For example, in NorWay the mean 
temperatures may vary from —5° C. to +20° C. over a year, 
While Mediterranean countries and large parts of USA may 
typically see mean temperature changes from 0° C. in Winter 
to +30° C. in summer. Thus, regardless Whether one has a 
cold or Warm climate, a substantial amount of energy is 
needed to keep a comfortable temperature in buildings/ 
houses. 

[0003] For NorWay, Which has a relatively cold climate 
and practically no use of air-conditioning, there is estimated 
that 71% of the energy consumption in living houses is spent 
on heating and producing hot Water. This ?gure is someWhat 
loWer for commercial buildings due to a larger demand for 
electric energy to operate technical machinery. The total 
energy consumption for heating houses and commercial 
buildings is estimated to 42.5 TWh/year. Pro capita this 
amounts to about 10 MWh/year for heating purposes, Where 
approximately 2/3 is hydroelectric poWer. Despite that there 
is huge variations in energy consumption patterns in differ 
ent regions in the World, it is nevertheless obvious from 
these ?gures that vast amounts of energy is spent in the 
World on heating/cooling of houses and buildings, and that 
there is a huge potential for energy conservation in this 
sector. 

Prior Art 

[0004] It is knoWn that heat-pumps are very ef?cient tools 
for extracting heat energy from a loW-temperature source 
and deposit the heat in a relatively high-temperature area. In 
general terms one might say that a heat-pump Works like an 
inverted refrigerator, and can normally deliver 3-4 times 
more heat than their required energy input for driving the 
process. That is, While direct heating systems like gas ?red 
heaters, Wood ?ring, electric heating etc. has a theoretical 
upper limit of 100% efficiency and a practical ef?ciency Well 
beloW this limit, conventionally available heat-pumps nor 
mally have ef?ciency rates Which is in the order of 300 
400%. Thus by using industrially available heat-pumps, the 
reduction in the energy consumption for heating/cooling of 
buildings can therefore for be as much as 70-80%. 

[0005] There are knoWn several types of heat-pumps, 
Which generally can be characterised according to Which 
medium they collect from and deliver the extracted heat to. 
For buildings and houses the heat Will normally be delivered 
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to a medium that is able to distribute the heat in the building, 
Which in practice means Water or air that is subsequently 
circulated in the building. For the heat source of heat-pumps 
there is a general convention stating that the heat source 
should have as high a temperature as possible and preferably 
be relatively stable over the year. This has led to use of heat 
sources such as a ?uid medium circulated in deep drilled 
holes in bedrock, in buried tubes in the soil, in tubes 
submerged in fresh Water, rivers, sea-Water etc. 

[0006] HoWever, there are a number of problems associ 
ated With this approach. Rock and soil have a very loW 
thermal conduction, thus the rock/soil needs a substantial 
amount of time to replace the heat extracted by the ?uid 
medium. Thus one must employ rather lengthy loops and/or 
drilled holes in order to obtain a suf?ciently large thermal 
store to alloW long term extractions of heat Without exten 
sive cooling of the heat source. And as a consequence the 
investment cost often becomes prohibitive for this type heat 
extraction. The problem With loW extraction capacity of the 
thermal stores can be solved by using open Water as the heat 
source. It is possible to extract large amounts of heat from 
Water at relatively small volumes (short extraction loops) 
due to a high speci?c heat capacity of Water and the 
opportunity to replace extracted heat by convection. Also, 
Water Will at moderate depths have a stable and bene?cially 
high temperature of 4° C. Thus Water is in many respects an 
ideal heat source. HoWever, there are problems With corro 
sion and fouling, especially in sea-Water, and this solution is 
strictly restricted to buildings and houses in the vicinity 
(Within 100 m) of open Water. The major part of buildings 
and houses lies outside this reach. 

[0007] Another approach to reduce the high investment 
costs for heat-pumps is to extract heat from open air and 
transfer this heat to Water or air that is distributed inside the 
buildings/houses. These heat-pumps may be installed 
directly it the Walls of existing houses and give a point 
delivery of heat in the form of hot air. Such solutions are 
very competitively priced, but has a major draWback in that 
they signi?cantly looses effect When the demand for heat is 
largest. That is, they loose much of their bene?cial heat 
extraction effect When the open air temperature becomes loW 
(beloW 0° C.). Also, such solutions have encountered severe 
problems With freeZing up of heat exchanger surfaces When 
the open-air temperature has fallen beloW +2° C. Thus this 
solution is generally considered to be only suited for coastal 
climates Where the temperature seldom falls beloW 0° C. 

[0008] Another approach for reducing the energy con 
sumption for heating or cooling of buildings is to employ the 
natural seasonal temperature variations to build up suf? 
ciently large thermal stores Which is to be used in the 
folloWing season to heat or cool the building. An example of 
such technology is SE 425 576. For instance, the heat 
resulting from solar radiation can be used advantageously 
for the heating of buildings and can eliminate the need for 
energy consuming heating systems. This form of passive 
solar heat gain is achieved through the architecture of the 
building by designing the building for optimising the 
absorption of solar rays over daily and annual cycles. That 
is, heat is accumulated by alloWing the incident solar rays to 
fall onto a large thermal mass (generally Walls or soil in the 
inside of the building), or is concentrated by various forms 
of heat collectors, and similarly accumulated. Greater or 
lesser heating is achieved by varying the amount of shade 
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from the sunlight. The accumulation of heat allows it to be 
stored and used later When necessary. However, for cold 
climates the available solar radiation is less than for Warmer 
climates While the need for heat is larger. As a consequence, 
the thermal stores must be very large in order to contain 
sufficient heat for a long and cold Winter and also require 
extensive thermal insulation in order to preserve the heat 
over long periods (several months). Thus this solution is also 
encumbered With prohibitive costs, and have therefore not 
found general use. 

Objective of the Invention 

[0009] The main objective of this invention is to provide 
a method and apparatus for heating and cooling of buildings 
and houses that solves the above given problems. 

[0010] It is further an objective of this invention to provide 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] FIG. 1 shoWs a typical example of hoW the mean 
day-time temperature varies over a year in an inland climate 
(city of Oslo), With simultaneous variation in consumption 
of electric poWer. 

[0012] FIG. 2 shoWs a diagrammatic vieW of the Working 
principle for a device for heating and/or cooling a building 
according to the invention. 

[0013] FIG. 3 shoWs a schematic vieW of a preferred 
embodiment of a device for heating and/or cooling a build 
ing according to the invention. 

[0014] FIG. 4 is a How sheet Which shoWs the Working 
principle for an auxiliary softWare for the logic control of the 
preferred embodiment shoWn in FIG. 3. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0015] The objectives of the invention may be achieved by 
the features as set forth in the folloWing description and 
appended claims. 

[0016] The objectives of this invention can be achieved by 
exploiting characteristic features of natural temperature 
variations in the outdoor climate. The outdoor temperature 
Will in many areas go through three typical patterns of 
natural variation; day/night, passage of Weather systems and 
seasonal changes. An example of such natural variations are 
illustrated in FIG. 1 Which gives the mean day air tempera 
ture in the ?rst half of 1999 for the city of Oslo, NorWay. It 
is the temperature variations due to passage of Weather 
systems Which typically occurs in 1-15 days and the day/ 
night variation that is of interest, since these can be utilised 
to extract heat to Warm buildings in relatively mild/Warm 
periods, or vice versa, to discharge heat to cool buildings in 
relatively cool/cold periods, and then accumulate this heat/ 
cold in moderately siZed thermal stores With moderate 
thermal insulation. 

[0017] Thus, in the case of heating buildings/houses in a 
cold climate, a special bene?cial synergy is obtained by 
employing a heat-pump Which extracts heat from outdoor air 
during these relatively Warm periods and then stores this 
heat in a moderately siZed and isolated thermal store Which 
has capacity of storing 5-15 days heat consumption. Such a 
system Will avoid the disadvantages of conventional air-to 
air heat-pumps, since operation of the heat-pump at only 
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relatively Warm periods ensures optimal Working conditions 
such that a maximum heat extraction efficiency is achieved. 
Thus the full potential of the bene?cial heat-pump technol 
ogy is ensured at all climates, and at the same time the risk 
for production interruptions due to frost formation in the 
fans is minimised since the Warm periods Will typically give 
outdoor air temperatures above 0° C., or at least only a feW 
degrees minus. In the case of cooling of buildings/houses in 
a Warm period the situation becomes reversed. NoW it is the 
relatively cold periods due to passage of Weather systems 
and/or at night that is utilised by using a heat pump to build 
up a suf?cient supply of cold matter in the thermal store 
Which can be applied at a later stage to keep the temperature 
doWn in the buildings/houses during periods of Warm 
Weather. 

[0018] In order to obtain a heat carrying medium for 
heating/cooling the buildings/houses With an optimum tem 
perature regardless the ?ll degree of the thermal store, it is 
preferred that the store is designed as one or several tubes 
that is ?lled With coarse particulate matter and that the 
loading or extraction of heat from the store is performed by 
sending a heat carrying medium comprising a ?uid through 
the tube(s). In this manner, the thermal store Will gain a 
Warm and a cold end since the heat becomes partitioned 
betWeen the ?uid phase and the solid particulate phase 
according to the Working principle of gas-chromatographic 
columns. That is, as long as a thermal equilibrium betWeen 
the particulate matter and the heat carrying ?uid is substan 
tially obtained Within a reasonable time, the transition Zone 
betWeen the cold part and the Warm part in each tube(s) Will 
consist of a narroW area With a sharp temperature gradient 
and Where the cold and the Warm Zone Will have a homo 

geneous (but of course different) temperature (see FIG. 3). 
Thus, by sending the heat carrying medium through the 
thermal store in one or the opposite direction, one can 
readily obtain a Warm or cold medium for heating/cooling, 
respectively. Also, the ?ll degree of the store can easily be 
measured by detecting the position of the temperature gra 
dient betWeen the hot and cold Zone. 

[0019] One advantage With this type of thermal store is 
that it is possible to re-use construction materials as the solid 
particulate material, thus reducing the amount of Waste 
disposal from the construction industry. HoWever, all types 
of solid particulate materials can be used as ?ll material in 
the tubes as long as the grading of the particles is suf?ciently 
narroW in order to form voids and channels betWeen the 
solid particles, and thus to alloW the ?uid of the heat carrying 
medium to How through the particulate ?ll material Without 
an excessive ?uid pressure loss. That is, the siZe distribution 
must be suf?ciently narroW to avoid that smaller particles ?ll 
in the voids betWeen larger particles. The thermal store may 
be situated under an adjoining outdoor area (eg a parking 
area) or may be incorporated Within or underneath a build 
ing. It may be operated both horiZontally and vertically. 

[0020] Another advantage of the invention is that the heat 
extraction capacity of the heat-pump may be reduced com 
pared to conventional use of heat-pumps, since there is no 
longer a need to ensure a heat extraction capacity to cover 
the heat consumption at the coldest expected Weather When 
the heat-pump also has the loWest heat extraction ef?ciency. 
Thus one can employ smaller and cheaper heat-pumps since 
they are alWays run at optimised conditions since the extra 
heat demand at the cold periods are covered by extraction of 
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heat from the thermal store. Another advantage of the 
invention is that by use of relatively short term climate 
variations, one can employ relatively small siZed thermal 
stores With moderate insulation means. Especially When 
compared to systems Where the seasonal temperature varia 
tions are employed. Thus, the thermal stores according to the 
invention Will be economically very competitive compared 
to conventional stores. 

[0021] The bene?ts of the opportunity to employ small 
scaled heat-pumps and thermal stores can be further 
enhanced by leading the used air from the houses/buildings 
to the heat pump for recovery of Waste heat. That is, 
employing the heat-pump as a heat exchanger for reusing the 
Waste heat in addition to the extraction of additional heat 
from outdoor air. This Working principle is illustrated in 
FIG. 2, and Will be thoroughly explained under the folloW 
ing detailed description of the invention. 

[0022] In order to optimise the heat extracting conditions 
and to ensure that the thermal store has a suf?cient supply of 
hot or cold particulate matter in order to meet the heating or 
cooling demand in the coming days, it is envisioned that the 
system incorporates softWare and regulation devices for 
making use of Weather forecasts for the next 5-7 days to 
determine if and When the heat-pump should be engaged to 
?ll the thermal store. That is, the regulation system includes 
sensors that monitor the ?lling degree of the thermal store, 
the actual Weather conditions (temperature), and the actual 
drain rate of heat in the building/house, and employs this 
information together With the Weather forecast to decide 
When the heat pump should be activated and When the 
heating/cooling demand can be optimally covered by the 
accumulated hot/cold matter in the thermal store. In this 
Way, the energy consumption for heating/cooling buildings 
can be further reduced. 

[0023] Thus in sum, the invention provides a very energy 
ef?cient and economically viable method and device for 
heating of buildings and houses, Which in principle is 
analogous to the energy ef?cient hybrid engine solution for 
cars Where a small siZed combustion engine is constantly run 
at optimised ef?ciency for production of electric energy at 
just above the mean energy need for propulsion of the car, 
and Where the surplus electricity is stored in batteries to be 
used by the electric propulsion engines at periods With extra 
load. The method can be applied for any type building or 
house, such as apartment buildings, commercial buildings, 
of?ce buildings, store houses etc., and can be adapted to 
heat/cool one or several separate rooms or areas in one or 

several houses/buildings. For simplicity, each heating/cool 
ing Zone Will be called ventilation unit (VU) in the folloW 
ing. Detailed Description of the Invention 

[0024] The invention Will be further explained by Way 
draWings and examples of preferred embodiments. 

[0025] The Working principle of the invention may be seen 
from the schematic presentation of FIG. 2, Where reference 
numeral 1 depicts a series of ventilation units, 2 denotes 
ventilation ducts for suction of used air from each VU, 3 is 
a duct that leads the used air to a heat-pump 4, 5 is a supply 
line for outdoor air to the heat-pump 4, 6 is a duct that leads 
the fresh heated air exiting the heat-pump 4 into the VU’s via 
ducts 7 and/or to the hot end 8 of a thermal store 11. The 
thermal store also has a cold end 10 and a heat transfer Zone 
9. 14 is a second outdoor air intake that is connected via duct 
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12 to ventilation ducts 13 for supplying cold air to each VU 
and/or to the cold end 10 of the store 11. 

[0026] Each VU is supplied With hot air by ducts 7, and 
cold air by ducts 13, When the device is in heating modus. 
The hot air is, depending on the Weather conditions and the 
?ll degree of the thermal store, supplied by extracting hot air 
from the hot end 8 into duct 6 as long as the ?ll degree of 
the store is satisfactory. In this case cold air is sucked in 
through inlet 15 and sent to the cold end 10 of the store 11. 
In the case When the thermal store is less than satisfactory 
?lled in order to meet the expected heat demand the coming 
period, the heat-pump 4 Will be activated and hot air lead to 
the ventilation ducts 7 by duct 6. Eventual surplus hot air 
Will then be directed into the hot end 9 of the store 11 for 
accumulation of heat. The cold air exiting the cold end of the 
thermal store 11 Will be discharged through duct 12 and inlet 
14. 

[0027] Generally, an air-to-air heat-pump Will take in cold 
fresh outdoor air and extract some of it’s heat content and 
pass this heat over to a separate air-stream that is employed 
to heat the VU such that the cold fresh air Will be further 
chilled and discharged. Thus, a heat-pump can shift from 
raising the temperature to loWering it, and by connecting this 
discharge outlet for cold air to the cold end of the thermal 
store (not shoWn in FIG. 2), the heat-pump can be employed 
to build up cold matter in the store and/or to cool the 
ventilation units 1 directly by leading the cold air into the 
them through duct 12 and 13. Thus the principle solution as 
presented in FIG. 2 may also be employed to cool the 
ventilation units. In this case, hot air Will be discharged 
through an outlet on duct 6 (not shoWn), and used air Will be 
discharged from an outlet on duct 3. 

[0028] Further in this example, the Working principle of 
the invention includes optimised utility of four factors; 

[0029] 1. the energy drain/gain by each ventilation 
unit and the sum of this for all units 

[0030] 2. the ?lling degree of the thermal store 

[0031] 3. the Weather forecast for the coming 5-7 
days 

[0032] 4. the micro-climate (local climate) of indi 
vidual buildings/houses. 

[0033] The energy drain/gain is typically a result of out 
door temperature, time of day and day in Week, and is the 
total sum of settings for ventilation and temperature by the 
individual ventilation units. Weather forecasts provide tWo 
types of information; forecast of expected outdoor tempera 
tures and forecast of expected Weather type (overcast, 
Windy, solar heating etc.) for the coming days. Micro 
climate parameters such as total energy gain/drain, time of 
day, day in Week, time of year, and outdoor temperature are 
registered and stored for each ventilation unit in order to 
provide a statistically suf?cient basis for employing the 
Weather forecast to estimate the coming days energy drain/ 
gain. This estimate and the ?lling degree of the thermal store 
(as measured by the ratio hot/cold Zone) are employed to 
determine When and for hoW long the heat-pumps should be 
engaged. 

[0034] Also, the folloWing factors are incorporated into 
the operation scheme of the invention; Used ventilation air 
is normally the cheapest source for heat since it generally 
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has a higher temperature and thus a higher heat content than 
outdoor air. Used air is therefore the primary heat source 
While outdoor air is a secondary heat source Which covers 
the additional demand. The heat-pump(s) is/are always 
employed at optimum (full) load, since there is no need for 
adjusting the output to the actual drain rate of the VUs as 
long as the surplus heat can be accumulated into the thermal 
store. And in the case the thermal store is ?lled, the heat 
pump is turned off, and all heat demand Will be supplied by 
the thermal store. Thus one can employ relatively simple 
heat-pump(s) Without capability of regulating the load, and 
thus gain an economical advantage and optimal operating 
conditions. 

[0035] The operation of heat-pump(s) and the auXiliary 
valves and fans for driving the air-streams in the apparatus, 
is performed by a regulation system that is under control of 
a softWare program that determines the operation modus of 
the apparatus according to estimates of the eXpected heat/ 
cooling demand the coming 5-7 days and the actual user 
settings of fresh air and temperature of each VU, Such 
softWare Way run on ordinary and available PC-type com 
puters. 

EXAMPLE 1 

[0036] A preferred embodiment of the invention that is 
particularly versatile and suited for climates With large 
seasonal temperature variations is schematically presented 
in FIG. 3. Here reference numeral 1 denotes a series of 
ventilation units, 3 is a duct for used air Which is equipped 
With a fan 22 and a tWo 2-Way floW diverter 26 for leading 
the used air either to a discharge outlet 17 or to a heat-pump 
4. Heat-pump 4 is connected to an inlet duct 5 for fresh 
outdoor air, a discharge outlet 18, and a branch of duct 6 for 
supplying Warm fresh air. The duct 6 runs from the hot end 
8 of the thermal store or storage 11 to the inlet ducts 7 of 
each VU 1, and is equipped With fan 23 and 24. Duct 6 is 
also connected to fresh air intake 5 Which is equipped With 
a 2-Way ?oW diverter 27 and discharge outlet 19. Another 
branch of duct 6 is connected to a second heat-pump 33, and 
is equipped With a 2-Way ?oW diverter 28. The second 
heat-pump 33 is supplied With fresh outdoor air from inlet 34 
and is equipped With a cold fresh air outlet 16 that in the 
other end is connected to the supply duct for cold fresh air 
12. Duct 16 is equipped With a 2-Way ?oW diverter 29 and 
a discharge outlet 20. Further, supply duct 12 for cold fresh 
air runs from the cold end 10 of the thermal storage 11 to the 
inlet ducts 13 of each ventilation unit 1, and it is equipped 
With fan 25, a 2-Way ?oW diverter 10 With fresh outdoor air 
inlet 14 and a 2-Way ?oW diverter 31 With outlet discharge 
21. 

[0037] Thus, each ventilation unit is given the opportunity 
to have both the temperature and ventilation (supply of fresh 
air) regulated. The units may be ?ats, of?ces or suites of 
of?ces, or individual rooms in these. Each VU is kept close 
to barometric pressure by balancing fresh air input to 
used-air removal, and the used-air ducting 3 is alWays under 
suction. Heat transfer is achieved by ventilation air. Tem 
perature is adjusted at individual outlets by balancing the 
streams of Warm and cool fresh air. The thermal store 11 
consist of one or several tubes ?lled With granulated con 
crete With average diameters of 20-60 mm. Typical dimen 
sions are 1-1.5 m in diameter and a length of 3-20 m, 
preferably 5-10 m. The total amount of granulated concrete 
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should be about 0.5-2.0 m3 per m2 ?oor area of the venti 
lation units that is to be heated/cooled, depending on the 
local climate and degree of insulation of the ventilation 
units. The temperature of the hot Zone in the thermal store 
should be in the range 30-60° C., preferably 35-50°, and 
more preferably 40-45° C., While the cold Zone should be 
about 5-20° C., preferably 7.5-15° C., and most preferably 
8-12° C. The thermal store is depicted on a horiZontal 
position, but can be oriented in any angle against the 
horiZon. Also, there should preferably be provided means for 
drainage of condensed Water. This is especially important for 
humid and Warm climates Where the apparatus is mainly 
engaged in cooling of the ventilation units. This can be 
provided by simply giving the tubes a slight inclination 
relative to the horiZontal plane and some kind of drainage 
duct for discharging the condensed Water. The linear ?oW 
velocity of the ventilation air during passage through the 
thermal store tubes is preferably about 1-2 m/s or less in 
order to ensure a rapid thermal equilibrium and moderate 
pressure losses. Arapid thermal equilibrium is important for 
achieving a steep temperature gradient (reference numeral 
32 in FIG. 3) and correspondingly short transition Zone 9 
betWeen the hot 8 and cold Zone 10 in the thermal store. 

[0038] Also, by using tWo heat-pumps, a possibility exists 
for boosting the accumulation speed for ?lling the thermal 
store if only a short period of suitable outdoor temperatures 
is forecast. This feature enhances the overall energy reduc 
tion of the invention, since the probability of being forced to 
run the heat-pumps at less than optimal outdoor tempera 
tures is reduced. 

[0039] As mentioned, the operation of the preferred 
embodiment is performed in a set of different modes by 
selected turning on/off of fans and heat-pumps, and posi 
tioning of 2-Way diverters/valves. It is preferred that the 
modes of operation are: 

[0040] 
[0041] In this case, there is suf?cient heat production from 
other sources in the building. Outdoor air at 14 passes 
through fan 25 to VUs 1, and is discarded via used air fan 
22 and diverter 26. 

[0042] II. Heating 
[0043] Ha: Normal heating mode, Warm air supplied 

to or from the thermal store depending on outdoor 
temperature. Like mode I, but diverter 26 shifted to 
pass used air through heat-pump 4, Where fresh air is 
taken through 5, heated and moved by fan 24 to VUs 
1. Depending on outdoor temperature heat-pump 4 
may deliver more or less air than required by VUs 1. 

[0044] IIb: If surplus heat produced by heat-pump 4, 
AND thermal core full OR mild/Warm Weather fore 
cast, then heat-pump 4 is turned off, outdoor air 
admitted at 14, diverted through thermal store by 
diverters 30 and 31, and transferred as Warm fresh air 
by fan 24 to VUs 1. 

[0045] 11c: If surplus heat produced by heat-pump 4, 
AND thermal store NOT full, AND cool/colder 
Weather expected, remainder from heat-pump 4 is 
transferred to thermal store through 2-Way fan 23, 
and diverted to eXit at diverter 31. The system may 
sWitch betWeen IIb and IIc for minimising load on 
heat-pump 4. 

I. Neutral 
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[0046] IId: If mild/Warm now, AND cold Weather 
expected, AND thermal store NOT full, then heat 
pump 33 is started, taking outdoor air at full capacity 
and charging thermal store at 2-3 times ordinary ?oW 
rate through 2-Way fan 23 With exit of cold air at 31. 
At the same time, fan 24 delivers Warm air to VUs as 
demanded. 

[0047] III. Cooling 

[0048] IIIa: If Warm Weather, then Warm air enters 
through 15 and diverter 27 through fan 24 as Warm, 
fresh air to VUs 1. Warm air through 15 and 27 
passes through the thermal store 11, is cooled, and 
goes via diverters 31 and 30, and fan 25 as cool, fresh 
air to VUs 1. 

[0049] IIIb: If cool/cold Weather, then cool fresh air 
enters at 14, passes through diverters 30 and 31 to 
charge the thermal store, and exit as Warm fresh air 
through 2-Way fan 23 and exit via diverter 27. Some 
of this air is led through fan 24 to VUs 1 as fresh, 
Warm air, depending on demand from the VUs. 

[0050] IIIc: If lasting Warm Weather, With the thermal 
store in danger of being exhausted, then heat-pump 
33 is turned on and Warm fresh air enters through 34 
to be cooled in heat-pump 33, and then passed 
through diverter 29 both to fan 25 and to VUs 1 for 
cooling, and through diverters 30 and 31 to the 
thermal store 11 for charging, and exits as Warm air 
through 2-Way fan 23 and diverter 27. 

[0051] It is preferred that the softWare that selects Which 
operation modus that is to be employed consists of six 
individual modules Which co-operate as shoWn in FIG. 4. 
Module one is separate and should be given as an input from 
the operator of each apparatus, but should preferably be 
supplied by ?rms that offer this service as a speciality in 
order to ensure a suf?ciently high hit percent in the predic 
tions. The remaining modules should preferably be run on a 
local PC or CPU that is connected to the regulation device 
that controls and regulates the settings of fans, heat-pumps 
and diverters. The run frequency should be of the order of 
once per hour, and Will typically run for 5-10 seconds each 
time. 

[0052] In order to make the controlling softWare compact 
and fast such that it may be placed in a separate small 
computing unit that is integrated as a part of the apparatus, 
it is preferred that the individual modules are made quite 
simple With the main task determining selection criteria for 
searching in a ?rst decision table to determine mode of 
operation (module 4), and settings of diverters and fans 
(module 5). Also the last module (module 6) should be 
simple, using standard cards to turn data from the program 
into actuating voltage for sWitches. In detail, module 4 
determines a set of selection criteria by matching forecast 
data to demand for heating or cooling, and for Whether the 
thermal core should deliver or store energy. Each criterion 
sets or clears a corresponding bit in a computer integer Word 
(typically 32 bit length). This Word in turn acts as a search 
pro?le. 
[0053] The central concept of the softWare is the decision 
table, of Which an example is shoWn in Table 1. The table 
makes it possible to determine in a very fast and easy Way 
What operating mode should be selected for optimal saving 
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of energy under a large set of Weather conditions bye use of 
bits that are set or cleared in appropriate positions. With 30 
individual criteria as in the table, some 1 billion alternatives 
may be speci?ed. In practice some 30-200 is sufficient, 
depending on local climate peculiarities. Table 1 illustrates 
a feW examples of individual speci?cation for mode 11a, and 
overlapping modes I and IIIa (eg all Weekdays are treated 
the same). 
[0054] The alternatives (corresponding to columns in 
Table 4) are subsequently treated as integer numbers, and 
sorted in numerical order in a table With associated operating 
mode. The proper operating condition is then found by a 
binary search in this table With the calculated search pro?le. 
By ordering the individual selection criteria suitably, similar 
operating conditions Will have similar numeric values, and 
the search Will ?nd the nearest optimal match if the actual 
value is not in the decision table. As shoWn in Table 1, the 
ordering instead groups similar criteria together, for peda 
gogical purposes. Actual grouping in practice, as Well as 
speci?c alternatives, may vary according to local climatic 
conditions, and can easily be developed by a skilled person. 

EXAMPLE 2 

[0055] This example gives an example of a preferred 
embodiment of the invention that is suitable for cold cli 
mates and in some coastal climates Where the need for active 
cooling is unlikely to occur. This embodiment is exactly 
similar to the embodiment of example 1, except that heat 
pump 33, the right branch of duct 6 With 2-Way ?oW diverter 
28, and duct 16 With 2-Way ?oW diverter 29 and discharge 
outlet 20 is omitted. 

EXAMPLE 3 

[0056] This example gives an example of a preferred 
embodiment of the invention that is suitable for Warm 
climates Where the need for active heating is unlikely to 
occur. This embodiment is exactly similar to the embodi 
ment of example 1, except that heat-pump 4 With the left 
branch of duct 6 With 2-Way ?oW diverter 26, fresh air inlet 
5, and discharge outlet 20 is omitted. 

[0057] Even though the invention has been described by 
Way of examples of preferred embodiments that employs air 
as the heat carrying and distributing medium, it should be 
clear that the invention also relates to the general principle 
of heating/cooling of buildings by utilising natural short 
term variations in the climate in a combination of heat 
pumps and a thermal store. Thus, there might be envisioned 
many alternative embodiments that is obvious for a skilled 
person and that falls Within the scope of this invention, 
including other forms and types of thermal stores such as 
construction parts of the buildings themselves, Water-pools, 
other heat carrying and distributing media such as Water, etc. 

TABLE 1 

Example of decision table for specifying modes of operation 

Mode Heating Neutral Cooling 
Condition IIa IIb . . . I . . . IIIa 

NoW >5O C. beloW BT 1 O . . . O . . . 0 

NOW O—5° C. beloW BT O 1 . . . 1 . . . 0 

NOW O—5° C. above BT O O . . . 1 . . . O 
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TABLE l-continued 

Example of decision table for specifying modes of operation 

Mode Heating Neutral Cooling 
Condition 11a 11b . . . I . . . IIIa 

NoW >5O C. above ET 0 O . . . O . . . 0 

>50 C. beloW ET in O O ... O ... O 

daytime 
O—5° C. beloW ET in 1 1 . . . 1 . . . O 

daytime 
O—5° C. above ET in O O . . . 1 . . . O 

daytime 
>5O C. above ET in O O ... O ... O 

daytime 
>5O C. beloW BT at night 0 O . . . O . . . O 

O—5° C. beloW BT at 1 1 . . . O . . . 0 

night 
O—5° C. above BT at O O . . . 1 . . . 0 

night 
>5O C. above BT at night 0 O . . . O . . . 0 

>50 C. beloWBTin3 O O O 0 
days 
O—5° C. beloW ET in 3 1 1 ... 1 ... 0 

days 
O—5° C. above ET in 3 O O ... 1 ... 0 

days 
>5O C. above ET in 3 O O . . . O 0 

days 
Store empty of heat 0 O O 0 
Store O—20% of heat 0 O O 0 
Store 20-40% of heat 0 O 1 0 
Store 40-60% of heat 0 O 1 0 
Store 60-80% of heat 1 1 1 0 
Store 80—100% of heat 0 O O 0 
Store full of heat 0 O O 0 
Monday 1 1 1 1 
Tuesday 0 O 1 1 
Wednesday 0 O 1 1 
Thursday 0 O 1 1 
Friday 0 O 1 1 
Saturday 0 O O 0 
Sunday 0 O O O 

1. Method for energy ef?cient regulation of temperature 
and ventilation for one or more ventilation unit(s) of build 
ing(s), Where one or more heat-pump(s) is(are) used to 
exchange thermal energy between outdoor air and an indoor 
heat carrying ?uid medium, Where the heating and/or cool 
ing of each ventilation unit(s) is(are) achieved by distribut 
ing the indoor heat carrying ?uid medium in each ventilation 
unit(s), characterised in 

that the natural short term variations in outdoor tempera 
ture due to passages of Weather systems and the day/ 
night variations is utilised to give the one or more 
heat-pump(s) optimised conditions such that the one or 
more heat-pump(s) is(are) only turned on for extracting 
outdoor heat Which is delivered to the indoor heat 
carrying and distributing ?uid medium at the relative 
mild/Warm periods in the case of Warming the build 
ing(s), or only in the relative cool/cold periods for 
cooling the heat carrying and distributing ?uid medium 
for removal of indoor heat in the case of cooling the 
building(s), and 

that the thermal energy that is exchanged With the outdoor 
air is partly used to cover the ventilation unit(s) actual 
demand for heating or cooling and the remaining major 
part of the thermal energy is sent to a thermal store to 
cover the ventilation unit(s) heating or cooling demand 
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during the subsequent period(s) Where the natural 
Weather conditions is less favourable for exchanging 
thermal energy from outdoor air by use of heat 
pump<s> 

2. Method according to claim 1, characterised in that the 
heating demand is also covered by extracting heat from used 
air exiting the one or more ventilation unit(s). 

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, characterised in that 
the Weather forecast for the folloWing 5-7 days is employed 
to estimate the coming heating or cooling demand of the 
ventilation unit(s), and that this estimate is employed 
together With the actual degree of ?lling of the thermal store 
to determine When and for hoW long the heat-pump(s) 
should be engaged in order to build up an optimal thermal 
storage for the coming 5-7 days. 

4. Method according to claims 1-3, characterised in that 
the actual micro-climate, as measured by heat drain or gain 
of each ventilation unit(s), outdoor temperature, user set 
tings, time of day, day of Week, and season, is stored to build 
up a data-base Which is to be used for estimating the coming 
5-7 days of heating or cooling demand of the ventilation 
unit(s). 

5. Method according to any of claim 1-4, characterised in 
that fresh air is employed as the heat carrying and distrib 
uting ?uid medium for heating or cooling the ventilation 
unit(s) of the building(s) and that the ventilation and heat 
regulation of each ventilation unit(s) is(are) achieved by 
suction of used air Which is replaced by balanced amounts 
of cold and/or hot fresh air to give the Wanted temperature 
of the fresh replacement air. 

6. Method according to any of claim 1-5, characterised in 
that in order to obtain a stable and equal temperature of the 
heat carrying and distributing medium regardless of the ?ll 
degree of the thermal store, that 

the thermal store comprises one or more elongated tube(s) 
that is/are ?lled With coarse particulate solid material 
With a narroW size distribution, or particular design, 
and, 

that the heat exchange is performed by sending the heat 
carrying and distributing ?uid medium through the 
particulate solid matter in one or the other direction 
such that there is formed a cold and a hot Zone in 
opposite ends of the tube that has a substantially 
homogeneous cold and hot temperature, respectively. 

7. Method according to claim 6, characterised in that the 
?lling degree of the thermal store is determined by measur 
ing the position of the temperature transition Zone between 
the cold and hot Zone of the thermal store. 

8. Apparatus for energy ef?cient regulation of temperature 
and ventilation of one or more ventilation unit(s) of build 
ing(s), characterised in that the apparatus comprises 

means for extracting used air from each of the ventilation 

unit(s), 
means for replacing the extracted used air With balanced 

amounts of hot and cold fresh air for each of the 
ventilation unit(s), 

a thermal store that has a hot and cold Zone that are in 
communication With the means for supplying hot and 
cold fresh air, respectively, 

one or more heat-pump(s) Which has means for exchang 
ing thermal energy With outdoor air, and means for 
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transferring this exchanged thermal energy to a supply 
of fresh outdoor air Which is in communication With the 
means for supplying hot and cold fresh air and the hot 
and cold Zone of the thermal store. 

means for regulating the air ?oWs to and from the venti 
lation unit(s) and the thermal store, and means for 
turning the one or more heat-pump(s) on or off. 

means for measuring the ?ll degree of the thermal store, 
and 

means for employing the Weather forecast for the coming 
days to determine the most favourable periods for 
extracting thermal energy from outdoor air by the 
heat-pump(s). 

9. Apparatus according to claim 8, characterised in that 
the apparatus comprises means for registering and storing 
the actual micro-climate, as measured by heat drain or gain 
of each ventilation unit(s), outdoor temperature, user set 
tings, time of day, day of Week, and season, and means for 
employing this data to estimate the coming 5-7 days of 
heating or cooling demand of the ventilation unit(s). 

10. Apparatus according to claims 8 or 9, characterised in 
that the thermal store comprises one or more elongated 
tube(s) that is/ are ?lled With coarse particulate solid material 
With a narroW siZe distribution, and Where the heat exchange 
is performed by sending the heat carrying fresh air through 
the particulate solid matter in one or the other direction such 
that there is formed a cold and a hot Zone in opposite ends 
of the tube that has a substantially homogeneous cold and 
hot temperature, respectively. 

11. Apparatus according to claim 10, characterised in that 
the one or more elongated tubes of the thermal store has a 
diameter of about 1-1.5 m and a length of 3-20 m, preferably 
5-10 m. 

12. Apparatus according to claim 11, characterised in that 
the diameters of the coarse particulate material of the 
thermal store is in the range of 20-60 mm. 

13. Apparatus according to claims 12, characterised in 
that the coarse particulate material of the thermal store is 
crushed concrete in a total amount of 0.5-2.0 m3 per m2 of 
ventilation unit ?oor area that is to be served. 

14. Apparatus according to claim 13, characterised in that 
the temperature of the thermal store’s cold Zone is kept in the 
range of 5-20° C., preferably 7.5-15° and most preferably 
8-12° C., and that the thermal store’s hot Zone is kept in the 
range of 30-60° C., preferably 35-50° and most preferably 
40-45° C. 

15. Apparatus for energy effective regulation of tempera 
ture and ventilation of one or more ventilation unit(s) of 
building(s) according to the method as described in any of 
claims 1-7. characterised in that the apparatus comprises 

means (2, 3, 22) for extracting used air from each of the 
ventilation units (1), 

means for replacing the extracted used air With balanced 
amounts of hot (6, 7, 24) and cold (12, 13, 25) fresh air 
for each of the ventilation units 1, 

a thermal store 11 that has a hot 8 and cold 9 Zone that are 
in communication With the means for supplying hot and 
cold fresh air, respectively, 

heat-pumps (4, 33) Which has means (5, 18,) and (16, 29, 
34), respectively for exchanging thermal energy With 
outdoor air and for transferring this exchanged thermal 
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energy to a supply of fresh outdoor air Which is in 
communication With the means for supplying hot and 
cold fresh air and the hot and cold Zone of the thermal 
store, 

means (14, 30) and (15, 27) for supplying fresh outdoor 
air directly into the ventilation units that are in com 
munication With the means for supplying cold (12, 13, 
25) and hot (6, 7, 24) fresh air to the ventilation units, 
respectively, 

means for discharging air (17, 18, 19, 20, 21), 

means (26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31) for regulating the air How 
to and from the inlets for fresh air (14, 15), outlets for 
discharging air (17, 18, 19, 20, 21), the ventilation units 
1, the thermal store 11, and the heat-pumps (4, 33), 

means for measuring the ?ll degree of the thermal store, 

means for employing the Weather forecast for the coming 
days to determine the most favourable periods for 
extracting thermal energy from outdoor air by the 
heat-pump(s), 

means for predicting the expected energy drain/gain from 
each ventilation unit according to the Weather forecast 
and the historical average consumption rates based on 
registered data for the heat drain/gain of each ventila 
tion unit With the actual outdoor temperature, user 
settings, time of day, day of Week, and season, and 

means for regulating the apparatus according to the pre 
dicted heating/cooling demand and favourable periods 
for running the heat-pumps (4, 33). 

16. Apparatus according to claim 15, characterised in that 
the means for regulating the apparatus according to the 
predicted heating/cooling demand and favourable periods 
for running the heat-pumps operates in three modes, Where 
mode I is a neutral run condition Where the heating demand 
can be covered Without the use of heat-pump(s), mode II is 
the heating mode, and mode III is the cooling mode, 

Where mode I comprises; 

passing outdoor air from 14 through fan 25 to ventila 
tion units 1, and then discharging the used ventilation 
air through 17 by fan 22 and diverter 26, 

Where mode II comprises; 

a normal heating mode Where Warm air supplied to or 
from the thermal store depending on outdoor tem 
perature by using the same settings as mode I except 
that diverter 26 is shifted to pass used air through 
heat-pump 4, Where fresh air is taken through 5, 
heated and moved by fan 24 to ventilation units 1, 

a ?rst surplus heating mode Where heat-pump 4 pro 
duces more heat than is consumed by the ventilation 
units While the thermal store 11 is full or While 
mild/Warm Weather is expected, then heat-pump 4 is 
turned off, outdoor air admitted at 14, diverted 
through thermal store by diverters 30 and 31, and 
transferred as Warm fresh air by fan 24 to ventilation 
units 1, 

a second surplus heating mode Where heat-pump 4 
produces more heat than is consumed by the venti 
lation units When the thermal store 11 is not full in 
the case When cool/colder Weather is expected, then 
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remainder frorn heat-purnp 4 is transferred to thermal 
store 11 through 2-Way fan 23, and diverted to exit 
at outlet 21 via diverter 31, 

a third surplus heating mode where the Weather is 
presently rnild/Warrn but cold Weather is expected 
While the thermal store is not full, then heat-purnp 33 
is started, taking outdoor air through 34 at full 
capacity and charging the thermal store 11 at 2-3 
times ordinary ?oW rate through 2-Way fan 23 With 
exit of cold air at 21 via 31, While fan 24 simulta 
neously delivers warm air to ventilation units 1 as 

dernanded, and 

Where rnode III comprises; 

a normal cooling mode in the case of presently Warm 
Weather, then warm air enters through 15 and 
diverter 27 through fan 24 as warm, fresh air to 
ventilation units 1, such that warm air through 15 and 
27 passes through the thermal store 11 becomes 
cooled, and goes via diverters 31 and 30 and fan 25 
as cool fresh air to ventilation units 1, 

a second cooling mode in the case of presently cool/ 
cold Weather, then cool fresh air enters at 14, passes 
through diverters 30 and 31 to charge the thermal 
store 11, and exit as warm fresh air through 2-Way 
fan 23 and exit via diverter 27, and some of this air 
is led through fan 24 to ventilation units 1 as fresh, 
warm air, depending on demand from the ventilation 
units 1, 

a third cooling mode When presently and expected 
lasting Warm Weather, and With the thermal store in 
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danger of being exhausted, then heat-purnp 33 is 
turned on and Warm fresh air enters through 34 to be 
cooled in heat-purnp 33, then passing through 
diverter 29 both to fan 25 and to ventilation units 1 
for cooling, and through diverters 30 and 31 to the 
thermal store 11 for charging, and exits as warm air 
through 2-Way fan 23 and diverter 27. 

17. Apparatus according to claims 15 or 16, characterised 
in that the thermal store comprises one or more elongated 
tube(s) that is/ are ?lled With coarse particulate solid concrete 
With a siZe in the range of 20-60 mm diameter in an total 
amount of 0.5-2.0 rn3 per In2 of ventilation unit ?oor area 
that is to be served. 

18. Apparatus according to claim 17, characterised in that 

the elongated tubes of the thermal store has dimensions in 
the range of 1-1.5 rn, diameter and a length of 5-10 In, 

the temperature of the cold Zone of the thermal store is 
8-12° C. and that the hot Zone is 40-45° C. 

19. Apparatus according to claims 15-18, characterised in 
that the apparatus comprises the same means as the appa 
ratus speci?ed in claim 15 except the heat-purnp 4, fresh air 
inlet 5, left branch of duct 6 and discharge outlet 18. 

20. Apparatus according to claims 15-18, characterised in 
that the apparatus comprises the same means as the appa 
ratus speci?ed in claim 15 except heat-purnp 33, fresh air 
inlet 34, right branch of duct 6, 2-Way ?oW diverter 28 and 
29, duct 16, and discharge outlet 20. 


